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The Sign Show has been created to
celebrate the incredible progression
of the UK sign market. Running under
the theme ‘A Sign of Evolution’, the

A sign of evolution

exhibition will showcase to visitors
the many opportunities available in
the modern sign sector and how they
Chris Davies, Event director

can access new markets.
The Sign Show is a straightforward way for suppliers and

debut event in 2015, many of who had a strong interest in wide-

The event will focus solely on the signage market, covering

manufacturers of sign-making technologies, materials

format and related technologies.

everything from A-Boards and vinyl, through to fixtures and

and services to place their solutions in front of thousands

fittings, offering something to everyone in attendance. For

of high-quality potential customers from a range of

Exhibitors at The Sign Show will also benefit from in-depth

backgrounds.

coverage in industry-leading titles Print Monthly and SignLink

visitors seeking even more growth opportunities, The Sign

A Sign of Evolution

Show will be co-located alongside The Print Show, the UK’s only

For its debut event, The Sign Show 2020 will operate under

dedicated printing exhibition, meaning attendees will also have

the theme of ‘A Sign of Evolution’, with the idea of showcasing

Living for the weekend

able to promote their presence and any new product launches

free access to major exhibitors from the world of wide-format.

advances in the signage market. The show will serve as a

One of the most unique features of The Sign Show is that we

ahead of the event opening.

in the months leading up to the show, ensuring that they will be

key platform for companies from all corners of the UK sign-

will be opening our debut event on a weekend day. This decision

Co-location with The Print Show

making industry to put their latest products, solutions and

was based on in-depth research in the industry, speaking

What makes The Sign Show unique is that it is co-located in the

technologies in front of customers from a whole range of

to sign-making companies across the UK about their own

same hall as The Print Show, the leading exhibition in the UK

backgrounds. With the co-location alongside The Print Show,

preferences. Many of those businesses were in favour of having

print market. Visitors will be able to cross between both shows

visitors will be on the lookout for expansion opportunities

a Sunday opening, so they can visit without having to give

freely, exploring various technologies and solutions. This is an

in the wide-format arena, meaning The Sign Show will be the

up time in the workshop. By featuring a weekend day, we are

incredible opportunity for manufacturers and suppliers with

place to be in September.

allowing those that are busy during the week to view solutions
that could help their business grow.

interests in both markets to access a wide range of potential
customers.

Weekend opening
As a further advantage for exhibitors, The Sign Show 2020

Crossroads of opportunity

will open on a Sunday, meaning those sign-makers hard at

The lines between the print and signage markets are becoming

work during the week will be able to visit and explore the show,

more blurred, partly due to the rise of wide-format print. Being

without having to give up precious hours in the workshop.

co-located with The Print Show will allow visitors to explore
solutions in both sectors.
The Print Show is the most important event on the UK print

The Sign Show will take place in Hall 9, NEC Birmingham
from Sunday 27 th to Tuesday 29 th September

calendar and has attracted more than 25,000 visitors since its

Sun
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ATTENDANCE

WEEKEND

CO-LOCATED

PROMOTE

Some of the biggest
names in the signage
arena will appear

Over 5,000 visitors are
expected at the NEC for
The Sign Show 2020

A Sunday opening day
will give everyone a
chance to attend

The Sign Show will
be co-located with The
Print Show

New product and kit
launches expected
across the show
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What’s on at The Sign Show 2020?
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Our exhibitors and their new technologies are the main
attraction for visitors at The Sign Show, but the event is
supported by a number of in-show features all designed to
offer added value to a day out at the show.
The Sign Show is entirely dedicated to a UK audience,
‘It’s a Wrap’ will run throughout the event, with experts giving

committed to helping sign-makers and related businesses

demonstrations of what can be wrapped. From cars and bikes,

identify the solutions to help their business grow and succeed.

to mobile phones and tablets, visitors will be able to see the
scope of work on offer in this creative sector of the market.

SPACE ONLY STAND

SHELL SCHEME STAND

(£300 per sq metre + VAT)

Visitors can also look forward to checking out the

From the nuts and bolts that are integral to sign-making
jobs, through to the latest developments in innovative digital

(£375 per sq metre + VAT)

signage technologies, The Sign Show will be the place to be in

Diversification Zone, a popular feature at The Print Show

September 2020 for anyone involved in the sign industry and

Includes:
Exhibition floor space | Overnight cleaning

that is designed to help those in attendance identify areas
where they can win new work and grow their business.

Includes:
Exhibition floor space | Shell walls | Carpet | Fascia

the many related markets.

Promotional products, textile printing, 3D print, label
printing and value added print will all feature on the

£300

Diversification Zone in 2020, presenting visitors with a whole

£375

per sq m

per sq m

host of growth opportunities.
The Golden
Ticket from
The 2019
Print Show

A number of special celebrity speakers will also appear at
The Sign Show, with visitors able to meet our famous faces,
quiz them in a live Q&A and go home with an autographed
souvenir. In addition, the Golden Ticket feature will offer
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visitors the chance to win a host of fantastic prizes, simply
by pre-registering. Those that sign up will receive a printed
ticket, which they can bring with them on the day and enter
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the prize draws.

For 2020 we will be co-located with:

Bring this ticket to the show so you can enter
the prize draw worth £10,000+

Stay AHEAD
in the game

From the largest multi-service sign businesses, through
to independent sign-making, design and communications

The Sign Show will be co-located alongside The Print Show,

companies, we ensure you can connect with brand new

the leading event in the UK print sector.

prospects from across the market.
Running annually since 2015, The Print Show is the only

Diversification Zone
3D PRINTING

TEXTILE PRINTING

PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS

LABEL PRINTING

VALUE ADDED
PRINT

‘Diversification’ is one of the key buzzwords of the modern
print sector. In order to ensure ongoing growth and success
in our competitive market, businesses must look to expand
into profitable areas. The Diversification Zone will pick out
some of these markets and the opportunities that they offer
to sign-makers.

Your investment in The Sign Show is in safe hands.

exhibition dedicated to the UK print sector, giving visitors

Link Exhibitions has no limitation on marketing the event

the opportunity to see solutions and kit from a wide range of

to its database of more than 24,000 industry contacts

SignLink and Print Monthly, each with an individual

manufacturers and suppliers. From leading brands in global

that span the graphic arts and visual communications

circulation of 10,000 copies per month, your attendance at

printing technology, through to some of the more specialist

sectors. Utilising our industry leading magazine titles

the show will be promoted long before the doors open.

solutions providers focused on niche areas of the market, The
Print Show is the perfect opportunity to place new printing
technologies in front of thousands of potential new customers
from right across the UK industry.

Sales: 0117 980 5049
Adam Every

adam@thesignshow.co.uk
07532 180 600

@printshowadam

adam every

Halls 7 & 8, NEC Birmingham 2020
OPEN
th
th
Sunday 27 to Tuesday 29 September SUNDAY

Chris Davies

chris@thesignshow.co.uk
07539 450 996

@ichrisdavies77

chris davies

EXHIBITIONS
Link Exhibitions Limited
Unit D, Link House, Britton Gardens,
Kingswood, Bristol, BS15 1TF

